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EIU's 'Night:' Home is where the hurt is

-------- ..

Caisley, Ana Cooper: Sweet, ethereal, but a tyrant

My ,hat's off to EIU's theatre
department, While all about us
are presenting "Nutcrackers,"
"Hansel and Gretels" and
"Christmas Carols," Eastern
dares to be different and is doing
I
"Long Day's Journey Into Night,"
which could hardly I:le called typical holiday fare,
'
The play is, of course, Eugene
O'Neill's masterwork, the powerful autobiographical drama
about the tortured and torturing
Lebovitz Is revtewer-aHarge for the Journal
Tyrone family - James, the Gazette and T1~rler
itinerant actor-father; Mary, his
morphine-addicted wife; Jamie, reassembled most of the people
their alcoholic older son; and involved in the recent "Once
Edmund, the consumptive More Unto the Breach" - Ana
younger ,son, based on O'Neill O. Cooper as Mary, J. Kenneth
himself.
Barnett as Jamie, Robert E. Poe
Jose Quintero, who directed , as Edmund and ''Breach'' author
the 1956 American premiere of Robert C. Caisley as Tyrone, the
"umg Day's Journey" and a 1988 father of the family . And
revival, has said, "O'Neill wasn't whereas in most performances it
a, poet of langUage. But he was a is Tyrone who dominates the 'acpoet oUhe stage. The rhythms he tion, at Eastern everything
creates with his lines, it is like revolves around Mary. Cooper
nature, like the bark of a'tree," makes her ' a tormentor - 'sweet,
Listening to the speech rhythms ethereal, fragile-looking, flutterof "Long Day's Journey," the ing about like one of the "Arsenic
swiftly alternating currents of and Old Lace" Brewster sisters,
love and hate, and awaiting the but a tyrant nevertheless, playdissolution' of this family is like ing one son against the other,
watching the bark being stripped never letting her husband forget
away.
'
that she never had a "real home"
Long (four acts) and difficult after she , mamed, telling Ed• as it is, it is already a fixture in
the repertory of world theatre
and, as such, a likely candidate
for countless interpretations and
misinterpretations, Every production, in effect, yields a new
, play.
For the production at Eastern,
director C.- P. Blanchette has

mund that "I never knew what
rheumatism was until after you
were born," as blaming Jamie for
the death of a third infant son,
As for James Tyrone, he may
have evolved into a tired old ham
actor, but there should still be
left enough of the bombastic,
larger-than-life grandeur to impress even his embittered sons.'
As played by Caisley, he is simply a surly, penny-pinching little
old man much of the time. When
Tyrone becomes diminished and
part of the everyday world, so
does everyone else in the play.
It's not till his confrontation with
Edmund at the family table that
we finally see the essence of the
former matinee idol.
But then Poe, gIVIng a
remarkably sensitive performance as Edmund, seems to bring out the best in everyone, including Barnett when, as Ja~ie.

he drunkenly confesses his
hatred and envy of the brother
he loves so dearly.
Deborah Althoff does nicely as.' :
the saucy Irish maid. Douglas D.
Molash's summer-house livingroom set has a dark and ,_
foreboding look. The costumes
are by MaIjorie A. Duehmig and", .
the lighting by Mark David '
Friedman and Molash.
I had mixed feelings about the , :
curtain call at the end. Certain- "
ly, everyone deserves a hand for ' ,
this ambitious undertaking, but
at the ssme time it breaks the
spell of the final shattering
scene.
Even scaled doWn, this "Long
Day's Journey" remains a special
theatrical experience. There are
performances at 8 p.m. daily "
through Sat., Dec. 9, in the Fine
Arts Center Theatre. Call 5813110,1-5p,m. weekdllYs.
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